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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF

NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS

BY

ROBERT T. GLASSEY(l)

ABSTRACT.   Positive energy solutions of the Cauchy problem for the equa-

tion Du = m u + F(u) are considered.   With G(u) = piF(s)ds, it is proven that

G(u) must be nonnegative in order for uniform decay and the existence of asymp-

totic "free" solutions to hold.   When G(u) is nonnegative and satisfies a

growth restriction at infinity, the kinetic and potential energies (with m = 0) are

shown to be asymptotically equal.   In case  F(u) has the form  \u \p~ u, scatter-

ing theory is shown to be impossible if  1 < p s 1 + 2n~     (zi > 2).

1.   Introduction.   Semilinear wave equations of the form

rl2 / "     A2 \
(1) ZJÍ _ Aa + m2u + Fiu) = 0      A = Laplacian = Y   —- \

dt2 y ¿=1  dx2.l

provide simplified models for questions in relativistic quantum mechanics. Per-

haps the most physically relevant example is the "meson" equation which is (1)

in three space dimensions in = 3) with Fiu) = gu    (g > 0).

In §§2, 3, and 5, we consider the asymptotic behavior of certain solutions of

the Cauchy problem for (1) with x e R", t > 0, ttz > 0.   Let Giu) = f^Fis)ds, and

denote the energy norm  || • ||     by

(2) l«Wi;«5  f n[\ut\2 + \Vu\2 + m2\u\2]dx.

In one form, scattering theory attempts to assert the existence of a solution

zi+(x, t) of the free equation ((1) with  Fiu) = O) to which a given solution uix, t)

oí (1) is asymptotic in energy norm as t —» <*>.   The works of Strauss [l2] and

Morawetz and Strauss [8] show that, for n = 3 and for a nonnegative function

Giu) satisfying a growth condition at infinity, "fast enough" uniform decay

(decay of supx |z/|)as  t—»,« suffices to prove the existence of such a u..
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Roffman in [9] has given an example of a complex solution which does not decay

uniformly to zero as i—»*>, assuming that l/2m2u   + GÍu) > 0 and that G(uQ) < 0

for some u  .   His proof exploits a special invariant for complex solutions, the

"charge", which vanishes identically in the real case.   However, the absence of

uniform decay does not, in itself, preclude the existence of such an asymptotic

representation zz+.

We show first in §2 that in the complex case, under essentially Roffman's

hypotheses, there exist solutions of (1) to which no finite energy free solution is

asymptotic in energy norm as / -> ».   In §3 we extend this result, and Roffman's

theorem, to real solutions.   It is shown that there exist real Cauchy data and a

positive constant mQ,  depending on this data, on 72, and on the value of G(uQ),

fot which the corresponding solution  u of (1) is not asymptotic to any finite en-

ergy u+ and, moreover,   sup   | u(x, t) \ -/-> 0 as / —> », provided 0 < zzz < zzz  .   Thus

the condition that G(u) be nonnegative cannot be violated if there is to be scat-

tering theory for (1).

Along somewhat different lines, we combine results in [3] and [12] and ob-

tain in §4 a simple proof showing that the kinetic and potential energies of cer-

tain nonlinear equations (with zzz = 0) are asymptotically equal.

In §5, we examine equation (1) with F(u) =  \u\p~1u ip > l).   When n = 3,

it is known (cf. fe], [12]) that a scattering theory can be constructed for (1) if

3< p < 5.   Moreover, Segal has obtained in [lO] and [ll] related asymptotic re-

sults provided p > 2 + 2tz-1.   We show that if p is sufficiently small (more pre-

cisely, if p < 1 + 2n~  ) scattering theory is impossible for complex solutions of

(D-

On Euclidean zz-space R", L    will denote the space of functions u on  R"

whose pth powers are integrable, with the usual norm

\\u\\p=  (j\uix)\Pdx)1/P;        IH^esssup \u(x)\.

The positive integer n denotes the number of space dimensions.   The energy norm

has been defined by (2), where

Va = grad    u = idu/dx,, • • •, du/dx )
XL n

and, accordingly, Au = Laplacian u = £"_.(d u/dx2).

An integral sign to which no domain is attached will be understood to be

taken over all space.   <u denotes a unit vector in  R";   do = element of surface

measure on the unit sphere in  R";   co   = area of the unit sphere in  R".   The nota-

tion v eC^ÍR") will mean, as usual, that v is infinitely differentiate and has

compact support in   R".

2.   Complex solutions with  G(u) somewhere negative.   Consider the Cauchy

problem for the equation
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(1) d2u/dt2 - Au + m2u + Fiu) = 0       (x e R", t > 0) where  ttz > 0.

Throughout §§2 and 3, we shall write

(2) G(n)= J"oFis)ds.

The free equation is (1) with F(u) = 0, i.e. the Klein-Gordon equation.   It is our

goal to show that the condition   "G(u) > 0 for all u"  cannot be violated in order

for uniform decay and the existence of asymptotic solutions to hold for (1).   In

what follows, we shall assume global existence and uniqueness for solutions of

(1) with smooth data of compact support.   In this regard, see [4L [5L [6],[ll], [12],

[13], and [14]. _

A multiplication of (1) by du/dt  and an integration over all space show that

the energy

(3) F=   f     [xA\u\2 +Vi\^u\2 +Vim2\u\2 + G(u)]dx

is a constant independent of t.   Thus if we assume that

(HI) xAm2s2 + Gis) > 0    for all real s,

then solutions of (1) will have positive energy.   Moreover, this energy will be fi-

nite.   The "weakest" way to violate the condition that G(u) be nonnegative is to

assume that

(HII) G(u0) < 0    for some uQ.

Hypotheses (HI) and (HII) will be assumed to hold throughout §§2—3, and will not

be repeated.

Roffman in [9] has shown that (1) has complex-valued solutions u(x, t) such

that supx I u(x, t)\ -f*0 as /—.so.   He assumes (HI), (HII), that arg F(s) = arg s

for all s, and that G(s) = o( \ s | 2) as s —» 0.   The assumption arg F(s) = arg 5

implies that the function Q(t) = 722 Im fü~utdx is a constant independent of time.

We shall now prove that, under conditions very similar to those above, no finite

energy  u+ can exist.

Theorem 1.   Consider equation (1) and assume that

(i)   arg F(s) = arg s for all s;

(ii)   G(s)= 0(|s|2 + 8) as   I s I — 0, for arbitrary 8 > 0;  G(s) = 0(|s|«) as

\s\ —» co , where q, 2 < q < °° , is arbitrary for n = 1  or  2,  a = 2n/(n - 2) for

n > 3.

Then (1) has complex-valued solutions u(x, t) with the property that:   there

does not exist any finite energy solution  u+(x, t)  of the free equation such that

\\uit) - u+it)\\e — 0    as  t —. co.
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Proof.   As noted above, in addition to the total energy  E given by (3), (1)

has another invariant Q(t)  defined by Q(t) = zzz Im fuutdx.   Aside from the con-

stant factor 772,  Q(t) is the "charge".   Given a solution u of (1), suppose there is

a finite energy solution u+ of the free equation such that  || uit) - zz+(/)||e —» 0 as

/ —> ».   We shall first take the case n > 3, so that q = 2n/in - 2).   For any  p,

2 < p < In/in — 2), we have

\\uit)\\p<\\uit)-u,it)\\p+\\uMp-

Now u+ is a finite energy solution of the free equation, that is,

E+ = const = lA f[\du+/dt\2 + |VM+|2 + m2\u+\2] dx < ».

Using a result of Segal (see [10, Corollary 2, pp. 99—100]) we have that || ¡v+(z)|

—»0 as / —* » for all such p.  (This follows from the uniform decay of a+ for com-

pactly supported solutions, the density (in energy norm) of such solutions in all

finite energy solutions, and the boundedness of ||a+(/)|L.)   For the other term we

obtain by Holder's inequality

hit) - «+0)11, < Ht) - u+ít)f2\\uít) - u¿t)\\wn.2)

where  l/p = 0/2 + (l— d)in - 2)/2n   (0 < 0 < 1).

Sobolev's theorem yields  || uit) - u+it) \\ 2  /,„_2) < const || uit) - u+(t) ||    —» 0

as / —» » ;   thus we have  || uit) - zz+(/)||    —-» 0 as / —» ».   From this and the

above it follows that  || uit ) \\    —» 0 as / —> », for all p,   2 < p < 2n/(?7 - 2).   Hy-

pothesis (ii) gives an estimate of the form

|G(n)|< const i\u\2^+\u\2"/("-2))

tot all u;   hence f GÍu) dx —.0   as / —» » , so that || a(r)||^ — E as / —> » .

Since   | ||«+(r)||e - ||«(/)||J < \\uit)- "+(f)||e —.0 as t —» » , and since u+ is a

free solution, we have that  || zz+(/)||2 = E fot all / > 0, and therefore E+ = E.   Now

const IßWI = Im juut dx ÍT tit

< V2m2[\\uit) - u+it)\\\ + 2||ii+(/)||2||«(i) - «+(i)||2 + ||«+(i)|#

|21
+ 2 2¡(t)--fi-it)

du

+ 2 at ~o7{t) - ~ti7{t) 5rWdt

< ll«+W||, + M*) - a+(i)||, + const \\uit) - u+it)\\e = E + tit)

where e(i) —> 0 as / —> ».   Hence

(4) |2(/)| < E    for all t > 0.

Consider now the data uix, 0) = z/Q¿tx); duix, 0)/dt = -imuQCix) where uQ is as
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in (HII) and where C= ¿W is a smooth nonnegative test function equal to  1 for

| x | < R, 0 for | x | > R + 1,  | V &x) \ = Oil) for R < | x | < R + 1.   Then, as

Roffman has shown, (HII) implies that Q(0) = -m2u2 J£2(x)ax < -E tor R  suf-

ficiently  large, so that

(5) ie(o)| > E.

Since Q(t) is constant, (A) and (5) are incompatible, the desired contradiction.

This completes the proof for 72 > 3.   When n < 2, we have as above that  || u+(t) \\

—> 0 as / —> °°   for any  p,  2 < p < <».   From [2, pp. 24—27], we have the Sobolev

inequalities

Mt)||,< const ||yx(/)||^(i)||^-0    for  » - 1,

where  l/p = (l - 20)/2 (0 < d < 1/2), and

\\vit)\\p < const ||VtMII^11^)111"0    for 72 = 2

where   l/p = (l - 0)/2 (O < d < l).

Applying these to the function v = u - a+, we find that  || uit) - zz+(i) ||    —» 0

as t —> co for all p,  2 < p < °° , which completes the proof.

Remark.   The assertion (A) may also be derived by noting that Qit) = Q +(z")

for all t > 0, where Q+it) = ttz Im / ü~+idu+/dt)dx.   For

■(üp-ü+~\

= Im dx.
\dt       at I      dt

The Schwarz inequality and the boundedness of u(t) and du^/dt in L (R ) then

show that | Qit) - Q+it) | —► 0 as r —» oo ; since Qit) - Q+it) = const, the remark

is verified.

3.   Real solutions with  Giu) somewhere negative.   We now wish to extend

Roffman's theorem to real solutions.   The assumptions below are precisely those

of [9], with the exception of (i) of Theorem 1.   Theorem 2 now shows that Roff-

man's result remains valid in the real case, provided m is sufficiently small.

Theorem 2.   Assume that Gis) = ois ) as s —> 0.   Then there exist real

Cauchy data and a positive constant mQ, depending on this data, on n, and on the

value of G(u-), such that if 0 < m < m     the corresponding solution u(x, t) of (1)

satisfies

sup |zz(x, /)| -+* 0    as  t —> co.

X

Proof.   Define Qit) = f uu(dx = Y2id/dt) /u2dx.   Let Ç = £(x) be a smooth,

nonnegative test function equal to   1  for   | x | < R, 0 for  | x | > R + 1,   | V£(x) | =
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0(1) for R < |x | < R + 1.   Let uix, t) be the smooth solution of (1) corresponding

to the Cauchy data

uix,   0) =  UQCix),      UÍ.X,   0) = - 772ZZ0£(x)

where  u-   is as in (HII).   We shall prove that under the conditions above, sup   | u \
u x

->*♦ 0 as / —> co.   To proceed by contradiction, suppose that supx \u \ —» 0  as  / —» co ,

and define

bit)- fVAu2 +V2\SJu\2 +lAm2u2 + Giu) + me-tuuí]dx = E + me~'Qit).

Since zz  is assumed smooth, h  is at least continuous.   Now

hiO) = f Mm2 ufe2 + V2U20\yC\2 + Vim2u\C2 + G(u0O - m2u\C2]dx

= fil/2u20\V(\2 + Giu0O)dx

= ̂  R"C(zz0) + J"* + 1 p-X [jjH=1 Multipel)]2 + Giu0Cipco))\dJ dp

< ico  /n)R"GiuA + ico In) ■ const KR + D" - R"\
—        72 u n

where the const is independent of both  R  and 772.   Therefore

MO) < ico  R"/n)[GiuA + const |(1 + l/R)" - 1}].
— 77 u

Since G(u-) < 0 by (HII), we may choose   R  so large that ¿(0) < 0.   Given this

fixed value of R, we define (for 72 > 3, with similar expressions for 72 = 1, 2)

7Z20   = ((2(72  -  2))1/-    -DAR   +   1)

and assume that  0 < ttz < mQ.   We shall now show that h(t) > 0 for sufficiently

large  t.   First we find, using the order hypothesis on  G(zz), that

¡Giu) dx < sup
Giu)

fu2dx = 8it) fu2dx

where 8iA —» 0 as / —> <*>. Thus for / sufficiently large, F > iY2m2 - Sit)) f u2dx

so that u(t) is bounded in LAR") and f Giu)dx —> 0 as í —» co. By Schwarz' inequality,

|Q(/)|  is bounded for all t;   hence

bit) > Vi fiu2 + |V*|2 + 77z2zz2)^x - 8xit) - const e"

where 8 At) —> 0  as  / —> «j.   Therefore for large t we have h(t) > V2E > 0, as asserted.

Now, since h is continuous and is negative at the origin  t = 0, the interme-

diate value theorem implies the existence of a point T > 0  such that h(T) = 0.

Let z"0  be the first such  T.   We claim that  tQ < 1/m.   For, by the definitions of

h(t) and /„, we have
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E + zzze-íO(í)<0    for  0< t < tQ;

i.e.

E + Ume-'id/dÙWuiÙWl < 0     (0 < t < tA.

We integrate this over the interval  [0, /,.] to get

E'o+? Í°e" ~Ut)\\ldt<0
o     2 J o        dt 2     -

and then integrate by parts:

Et0+? [r'wii'- woni+f'0° --'i-wii*] <o.

Neglecting the first and last positive terms in the bracket above, we obtain EtQ

< y2m\\ zz(0)||   .   Hypothesis (HI) is now used to estimate E  at / = 0 from below:

E>V2 fu2ix, 0)ax=W|M0)||

thus

Xm2¡uiO)\\ltQ<Et0<%m\\«(0)\\í

so that  /Q < l/zzz  as claimed.

Using (HI) again, we find

0 = hit0) > j fiu]ix, tA + |VaU, /0)|2)fix

- zzze J   zz(x,  tAu(ix, t0)d:

-<0

>i J"|Va(x, ¿o)|2a-x-^- fu2ix, tAdx

since e   "u < 1;   thus

(6) J|VzAx, tA\2dx<m2 fu2ix, tAdx.

Now zz has compact support in x  for each fixed /, so that the integral

fu  (x, tAdx  extends only over the set

íx: \x\<R+ I + tQ}C \x: \x\ < R + 1 + l/zzz¡.

Hence, starting with (6)  and using Poincare's inequality (see [7, p. 95])> we

obtain

f|VB(x, tA\2dx<m2   [ u2ix, tAdx = m2 f   . u2ix, tAdx

< zzz     I.   , u  ix, tA dx <
J   x<R+l+l/m °

2iR + 1 + 1/mV

2in - 2)
JlVzAx, i0)|:dx.
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It follows that 2(t2 - 2) < (R + 1)2ztz2 + 2(R + l)m + 1;   i.e.

(7) (R + 1)27?z2 + 2(R + 1)722 + (l - 2(72 - 2)) > 0.

However, for 0 < ttz <zzz0, the quadratic expression in (7) is nonpositive, the de-

sired contradiction. Thus we are done for n > 3. For n < 2, the proof proceeds

exactly as above until inequality (6) is obtained. When n = 2 we use Sobolev's

inequality (cf. [2, p. 25, Equation 9.11])

II »('o> \i<* II idu/dxAit0)\\li II idu/dx2)(t0) |«

to get

du
f^uix, t0)\2dx<m2 fu2ix, t0)dx<^\\^- (tQ)

fc, <•.»

2tt(r + i + tA2
J|V„(x, z0)|2ax

7722Z7(R  +   1   +  1/tTz)2

/|V„(x, /0)|2a-x.

Thus we arrive at (R + 1)2tz22 + 2ÍR + l)m + (l - 8/77) > 0 which leads to the same con-

tradiction as above with a different value of 722 When n = 1, we proceed as fol-

lows:   First let 0 < x < R + 1 + /„. Then uix, tQ) = -J * + 1+'0 uj,!;, tQ)dÇ so that

a2(x, tQ) < (R + 1 + z0 - x) fRx+U'° u% t0) d£

<iR + l+t0-x){Ro+UÎ\%t0)d{.

Thus ic>+l+t°u2ix, t0)dx <y2iR + 1 + tQ)2 f« + l+t0 u2xiÇ, t0)d£.   When-(R+1 +

< x < 0, we write uix, tQ) = /1(R + 1+,  ) uJ4, tQ)d¿; and obtain in an analogous fashion

f°rB   1 u2ix, tAdx<V2ÍR+l + t-)2í° u2i£,tAdÇ.
J -(R+l+t) 0 - 0   J_(R + l+.   )     x »»    0      s

O

Therefore

-*+!+/„

-R+l+zr

I zz (x, / )«x=  I ,        « (x, tAdx
J 0 J_(R+l+(0) 0

= VAR + 1 + tQ)2 fu2xi£, t0)d£<y2iR + l+ l/m)2 fu% t0)dÍ.

Using this inequality in (6) we arrive at  (R + l)27zz2 + 2(R + lVz - 1 > 0 which

again provides a contradiction for sufficiently small  tzz.
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Remarks on the Proof.   It is thought that Theorem 2 is true for all values of

zzz;   we are unable to exploit the rapid decrease of the exponential factor to

remove the restriction on the size of zzz.   In fact, the exponential was inserted

only to reduce the hypotheses of Theorem 2 to those of Roffman.   With the expo-

nential replaced by unity in the definition of h(t), we obtain the same result under

the somewhat more restrictive hypothesis

GU) = o(|s|2+4/")    as s -0, for n>3.

Indeed, we need only show, under this condition and the premise  sup   \u\ —> 0

as  t —> », that h(t) is nonnegative for sufficiently large t.   Using Holder's and

Sobolev's inequalities, we have

\c(u)dx   <sup      Giu) ,     f|a|2|a|4/nax
x      |a|2+4/"

= 8(t) f\u\2\u\4/ndx    (withS(/)—0  as  t-> «)

8it)^\u\2^n-2U^n-2)/n^u2dx)2/n<8xit) ^\yu\2dx<

with 8At) —> 0 as t —> ».   This estimate implies the nonnegativity of h for

large  /, and the proof then proceeds as above.

One further comment is in order.   Notice that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 re-

main invariant under an elementary change of variables / —> ar, x —> ßy, a, ß

scalars.   However, since the "size" of zzz depends on the value of GiuA, such

an approach fails to enlarge the range of admissible values of zzz.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 can now be combined to show that scatter-

ing theory is impossible for certain real solutions of (1), provided zzz  is sufficiently

small.

Theorem 3.   Assume that  G satisfies hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1.   Then

there exist real Cauchy data and a positive constant m  , depending on the same

quantities as in Theorem 2, such that the corresponding solution u(x, t) of (1) is

not asymptotic in energy norm to any finite energy solution  u+ of the free equa-

tion, provided 0 < zzz < zzz   .

Proof.   Given a solution u(x, t) of (1), suppose that there exists a finite en-

ergy free solution  zz+(x, /) such that  ||zz(z:)_ a+(i)||e —> 0 as t —> ».   In Theorem

1 we have shown that this implies ¡Giu)dx —> 0 as / — ».   Since u(t) —> u+(t)

in energy norm, we have that u(t) —» zz+(i) in  L2(Rn), so that u(t) is bounded over

L2iR").   Now (du/dt)(t) is bounded in  L2ÍR") by (HI);   hence the Schwarz in-

equality shows that Qit) = fuu^x is bounded for all t.   Thus, defining h(t) as in

Theorem 2  and using the same data as in that theorem, we have  h(0) < 0,  h(t) > 0

for sufficiently large /.   We may then follow the proof of Theorem 2 verbatim to

obtain the desired contradiction.
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4.   Equipartition of energy.   Consider the Cauchy problem for the equation

(8) d2u/dt2 - Au + «3 = 0    (xeR3, i>0)

with real C°° data of compact support. It is known that there exists a unique

classical solution for all / > 0 (see for example [12]). The total energy F is

constant:

F= $iV2u)+V2\Vu\2 +lÁuAdx<°°.

Let us set

Kinetic Energy = Tuit) = 14   f u   dx;

Potential Energy = Vuit) = lA j |V«|2 ax.

These energies are said to be (asymptotically) equipartitioned if Tu(t) - Vu(t)

—>0 as / —» o» .   The proof of this result for (8) is a simple consequence of results

in   [12] and corresponding statements for linear wave equations.

Let u(x, t) be a C2  solution of (8).   Then we know from [12] that ju4 dx =

0(t~  ) as / —> oo   and, moreover, that there exists a finite energy solution zz.(x,i)

of the free equation (the linear wave equation) such that  II uit) - u.it) II    —» 0 as t —< °° .

where here || uit) || 2 = Y2fiu2 + | Vzz | 2)dx.   It follows that  || «+(z)|2 = F < co , for ali

t > 0.   From [3], we may conclude that

The

du 1 ,.
=— it)
dt

Hence

\\idu+/dt)it)\\2

II^WIlJ

du

dl
(t)

duj

It it)

\VuAt) 0    as  t

+ |||V«+W|L-||V„(i)

du,,    du+(.

dl{t)-~dT {t)

0   as   / —»00.

\Tuit)-Vuit)\ = \xÁi\\utit)

du +

~dT
it) - ||Va+(i)

du ,

dt
- ||V*+(z) + ||V„+(/) _ Vuit)

l^-||^(z-)||2)|

+ ||V„(z)||2)-5ÍII«i(í)I2-||V«(í)||2|(||.i(í)

||Vh(í)||2| -0    as i — «.

Thus the energies are asymptotically equal and, in addition, since   fu   dx —> 0

as t —> 00 , we have Tu(t) —> V2E,   Vu(t) —» V2E as t —> co.

< const HI« (<)||2
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Clearly this result holds for any nonlinear function  F(u) (in place of a3)

which satisfies the restrictions set down in [12].   Moreover, the theorem is true in

any dimension, provided the existence of such a finite energy  a.   can be estab-

lished.   Another proof of equipartition of energy for the linear wave equation may

be found in [7, p.  106].   We also mention that Duffin in [l] has proved that, given

data of compact support, the kinetic and potential energies of the linear wave

equation actually become equal after a certain finite time, provided n is odd.

5.   The case  Fiu) = | a \p~xu.   In contrast to the situation considered in §§2

and 3, power-law interactions of the form  FÍu) = | a l^-   a  provide an everywhere

nonnegative energy term  G(u).   If F(u) vanishes to a sufficiently high order at a

= 0, many positive results in scattering theory have been obtained (cf. [8], [lOL

[ll], and [12]).   We examine the opposite case and show that if p is sufficiently

small, then scattering theory is impossible.

Consider complex-valued solutions of the Cauchy problem for the equation

<9> d2u/dt2 - Aa + zzz2« + \u\p~ Xu = Q        (x £Rn,   t> O)

where zzz > 0,   p > 1.   We define as before the charge QÍt) by Qit) - Im fzTz^ax.

Theorem 4.   Let a(x, /) be a C2 solution of equation (9) with Cauchy data

in C™iRn) satisfying QÍQ) ¿ 0.   Suppose that

1 < p < 2     if n - 1 ;        1 < p < 1 + 2n~ X     if n > 2.

Then there does not exist any free solution a+(x, t) in C™ ÍR") such that

|1 uit) - u+it) \\e — 0 as  t —, +» .

Proof.   Let a(x, r) be a C2  solution of (9) for which Q(0) ¿ 0.   Suppose

that there exists a free solution u + e C™ ÍR") such that  || uit)- zz+(z) ||e — 0  as

t —> » .   Define

Q+it) = Im J a+ -5- dx.

We then have  QÍt) = Q+ít) fot all  t >0   (see the remark at the end of §2);   thus

in particular  Q+(0) f¿ 0.   Since (du+/dt it)) is bounded in   L2(R") by the energy

equality, we obtain by Schwarz' inequality

0 < ie+(o)i =
dUj

Im

r      Ou +

>u+-tiT dx < KM II 2
du

St
lit) < const K(/)||.

Therefore there is a positive constant C„  such that

J ja+(x, t)\2 dx > C0     for all  t > 0.

Let the data of the free solution a+ be supported in the ball  |x | < k.   Then by

the support property and Holder's  inequality, we have
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0<C0< J|«+(x, i)|2a'x=   f t \u+ix, t)\2dx

< const t"ap-xwp+x»(j\u+ix, t)\p + x dx\
2/(/> + l)

for t > 1, where p is as in equation (9).   Thus there exists a positive constant

C.  such that

J|«+(x, t)\p + Xdx>cxr"(p-X)/2     for all  t > 1.

Now set Hit) = jiuidu^/dt) - u+idu/,dt))dx. Using the differential equations, we

find that

J \ dt   dt dt2        dt   dt        +1?

dx
•j   du. _

= 2i Im  j-ax + I «(A« . - m « .)
J dt   dt J

- J «+(Azz - 772 « - |«|**-  «"Wx

rdudu+ ? f
= 2z Im  I-¿x + 2t7z  2 Im   I «+« a"x

J  dt   dt J

+ 2» Im J ^u+ -^udx + J «+|«|f'~  «ax.

Therefore Re Mr) = Re /«+|a|*'_1 « a"x. We have

Re tf(r) = Re j u+[\u\p~ !« - |«+|í>_1«++ |ii+|-»- '«Jax

= J|«+|p + 1<& + Re f u¿\u\p'lü - \u+\p'lïï+ + M"-1«*- \u\p~Xu+]dx

> Cir"{p-XV2 + Re fuAu\p-Hïï - üAdx +Re j \u+\2i\u\p~ X - \u+\p-X)dx

> cxt-"<p-XV2 - j" IzzJI«!"-1^ - «+| dx - J I«,!2!!«!""1 - \u,\p~l\dx

= Clr^-iy2-/1-/2.

Consider first the special case p = 2, » = 1 or 2.   Recalling that our free solu-

tion «+ satisfies  |j w+(/) || ̂  = Oit~n/2) asf-^- (cf. [lO]) we obtain

ix = J|«+||«||« - «+| dx < UMM^hUà - *M2
< const r"/2||«0) - «+(f)||e = oir"/2)

= oir n(p~ 1)/2)    as/-», when p = 2.
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.-1We now take the general case  1 < p < 1 + 2tz~    < 2 for n > 3, and  1 < p < 2 for

72 = 1, 2.   Then using Holder's inequality, we get

'l - / \u+\\u\p-X\u - a+| dx = J |a+|i,-1|a+|2-"|a|',-1|a - a+| dx

ihMl-1 f\«f-p\u\p-l\u-u+\dx

.(ji.i2*)('-i)'2(ji«-«ti2*)va

<const\\u+ít)\\í'1\\^-"Me = o^'n{t"1)/2'>

as t —» ».   In a similar fashion we have

l2 • Jl^l2!!"!"-1 - \u + \p-'\dx     = f\u + \p-X\u^-p\\u\p-X - \u + \p-X\dx

ïhMl-1 f W+\*-p\\u\ - K\\p-Xdx

where we have used a simple computation showing that  | | jc |**~   - | y (■**     j <

I lxl _ I y I \p~     which is valid since 0 < p - 1 < 1.   Hence

'2<ii"+Miir1/i"+i3-i,i"-«+r-1^

< const t-»(p-x)/2(j \u+\2 dXy*-p"2(j \u - u+\2 dXyp-x

< const rn(p-X)/2\\uit) - u+it)\\p-l = oirn(p-1)/2)

)/2

as t —» » .

Thus both /j and ¡2 satisfy the same estimate for sufficiently large t; it

follows that there is a positive constant C such that Re Hit) > C?t~"^p~ '2

tot large enough t, say  / > T.   Hence

Re HÍ2T) - Re Hit) > C2 J^T t~n{p- 1)/2 dt > C2 f2* rXdt = C2 log 2 > 0

since p < 1 + 2t2~     by hypothesis.   However, the Schwarz inequality gives

\Hit)\ /(■5-!H/["frS-?Hzix

<(||«(í)||2 + ||aa(í)/r3/||2X||»(í)-«+(í)||e);

thus  | Hit) | — 0 as  t -, »   so that  | «(T) | + | HÍ2T) | -» 0 as  T
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sufficiently large choice of  T in inequality (10) above then yields the desired

contradiction, and completes the proof.

We conjecture that the theorem remains valid in one dimension for any  p,  1 <

p < 3, and moreover, for arbitrary  tz, that there does not exist any finite energy

tree solution «+ asymptotically equal to « in energy norm.
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